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On a field visit to a local farm sanctuary Steven's classmates learn that eat is a vegan. The tale
teaches children where their food comes from, and just why Steven has selected never to
partake of foods that come from them. Steven proceeds to describe to them what which means
and why pets are his friends, not his food. It is a lightweight tale that teaches one aspect of a
vegan lifestyle, and help vegan children learn means of explaining their way of living to others.
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So glad to have a book about veganism So glad to get a book on the subject of veganism, but I
found the text just a little clumsy. Most of the conditions "hamburger, lamb chops, etc" are
totally unfamiliar to my vegan child and so they don't make any feeling..g. chickens, however, not
owls) is also meaningless to my child. The simple and important message of what it means to
end up being vegan is informed in a caring and beautiful way. The other kids think they don't
really eat animals, until they recognize that hamburgers, hot dogs, bacon, ham, and pork chops
result from animals. Excellent book This is the best Vegan book I've seen! we've talked out setting
it up for all our non-Vegan friends with children as a wonderful "make you think" introduction to
why you should go Vegan without the guilt. I agree that it's well crafted, both to gwt the point
across to small childen and also adults, yet isn't crude/cruel or graphic in character. Our 3 year
outdated loves the reserve & Both my husband & Wonderful Book I am so happy to have this
book. This is a great book for kids and adults to understand just one aspect of why we have to
not eat animal products!Steven asks if indeed they wouldn't eat a horse, or a owl, what's the
difference between that and the animals they will have chosen to eat. When I go through this, I
find myself making up words to match the pictures so that it works for us.! Nice bright graphics
and easy to follow concepts, with solid details to instruct kids that animals should be friends not
food. The part where it discusses how people believe it's ok to consume some animals but not
others (e. Then he explains the meals choices you can find for a vegan.and how to confidently
share that with their peers. My son is 10 which is definitely more desirable for K-3. Great kids
book! Adults should read it too! I am going to order more to talk about with others. Five Stars
Excellent book for most ages. Kind Loving Change - YOU MAY MAKE a Difference and Be Strong -
Vegan Steven is a vegan. His class appointments a farm sanctuary.The other kids think it's odd
that Steven eats vegetables. Five Stars Friends child loves it.. Steven explains animals are his
friends. In addition, it statements that if we don't eat eggs, they become baby chicks, that is not
true of unfertilized eggs.My kids and their friends love this tale! It is an excellent story with
fantastic illustrations.... rice, pasta, veggie burgers with french fries, and salad, etc.Steven
explains that hippos, elephants, rhinos, giraffes, gorillas are all vegan and you could be a big and
strong vegan too.Cute story, great for teaching a sort, loving lifestyle! Great info for younger kids.
Great for change!! And milk is taken away from baby pets, to feed to human beings instead,
therefore the baby animals do not get their mother's milk.!. Great book for vegan kids My
preferred book to read to my son. I am attempting on raising him vegan which book is one of the
equipment I'm using for his age group.
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